Second wave
scenarios
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Intro

Predicting the unpredictable

Despite the uncertainty of these times, more commentators seem to be predicting the future than ever before.
We were recently inspired by this piece of scenario planning work from Breakwater Strategy, and wanted to think
about its application to media and advertising. Despite enjoying the categorising of scenarios into neat quadrants,
we still found that potential outcomes remained ambiguous, and a theme of dissonance started to emerge.
This document explores the potential conflicts we may encounter in each of 4 scenarios that may emerge as a
result of two determining factors:
1.

The level of COVID incidence

2.

The constraints imposed on the economy
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4 SCENARIOS

Lower Covid
incidence

01

03

COVID IS BEATEN BUT
DEEP RECESSION

BEST CASE - FULL RETURN
TO NORMAL
Economy
unconstrained

02

04

REGIONAL SECOND
(AND THIRD) WAVES

SECOND NATIONAL WAVE

Higher Covid
incidence
3

Economy
constrained

BEST CASE:
FULL RETURN
TO NORMAL

44

We are able to successfully
re-open the economy whilst
maintaining measures like
social distancing which keep
repeated outbreaks in check.
People start to confidently
return to jobs and to return to
consumption.
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CONSUMER BEHAVIOURS
NEW NORMAL
CELEBRATION VS CAUTION
The release of mass frustration sparks celebration
throughout the nation as most families & friends are
reunited. The spectre of 60,000 excess deaths and the
continued risk to the vulnerable leaves some unable to
share the joy.
SPEND VS RECOVER
Pent up demand amongst those unaffected releases a
surge of spending that jolts struggling sectors into life. Those
who have been impacted by job losses and businesses
folding start the slow road to recovery in a normal
economy.
IN PERSON VS ONLINE
The excitement of human contact and relative normality
inspires a large scale return to work. Working from home
habits continue as many blend their working weeks
between home and office locations.
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£57bn of unspent money
vs 600,000 jobs lost in
lockdown

BRAND BEHAVIOURS
CELEBRATE FOR SUCCESS
OLD APPROACHES VS NEW TRICKS
Brands will be able to return to the volume drivers of
old, but incorporate the new methods they have
adopted in lockdown to drive further growth.
CELEBRATE VS STIMULATE
Some sectors will be in place to help the country
celebrate coming back together, others will have a
role to play in stimulating the economic recovery,
supporting business to return to pre-COVID levels.
NEW ENTREPRENEURS VS ESTABLISHED BRANDS
New businesses grow from difficult places and we
expect a surge in entrepreneurial enterprises to
challenge the status quo.
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Ecommerce grew
30% vs 90% of grocery
still delivered through
physical stores

MEDIA BEHAVIOURS
A RETURN TO NORMAL(ISH)
OUT OF HOME VS IN HOME
Mobility increases meaning OOH exposure spikes, but
higher WFH levels increase at home media consumption
vs previous levels. Cinema returns for those who are not
vulnerable. TVR levels recalibrate. Digital adoption habits
remain but at lower level (e.g. streaming services).

We have not been completely
rewired

SAME VS DIFFERENT
Many media consumption patterns return to the way
they were before, but digital communication and
consumption is now embedded in society across age
groups.
CONTENT VS EXPERIENCE
The pent up creativity of lockdown is unleashed leading
to a surge in new content. The increased screen
consumption of lockdown leads to a decrease in
demand with real life experiences favoured.
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Reach Solutions: The Aspiration Window 2020

QUESTIONS TO ASK

1. How can we be mindful of both celebration and
hesitation mindsets?
2. What new methods of business delivery should be
maintained vs dropped?
3. How do we defend vs a new surge of innovators?
4. What does our approach to digital inclusion look like
for the new landscape?
5. Do our old media planning principles still hold true?
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REGIONAL
SECOND (AND
THIRD) WAVES

10

The UK bravely returns to work and
consumption. Covid is accepted as part
of life and elevated death rates are
accepted as the new reality. The
infection rate may spike again in regions
at different times and lockdown might
return and be turned on and off like a
tap in different regions as the R number
changes.
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CONSUMER BEHAVIOURS
THE 90% ECONOMY
OPEN VS CLOSED (REGIONS)
The Covid gap opens up as certain regions groups become
disproportionately impacted as they return to locked down, in
preventative "Covid bubbles".

FREEDOM VS FEAR
On one hand we will have FOGO (Fear of Going Out) and BOSH
(Bored Of Staying Home) and fear will remain especially amongst
more vulnerable groups. 57% of people are uncomfortable
returning to restaurants for example. Then we will have groups who
embrace their new freedoms like never before, and if it's open
then they will be there.

SOME THINGS VS ALL THINGS
We will see a 90% economy, with a disparity between the impact
on different sectors. Travel & leisure still down but less impacted,
grocery still up but not as high, online delivery still increasing, luxury
improving. Online retail reaches a 30.7% share, a record high, whilst
we simultaneously see a –50% in clothing sales.
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60% of NE are unemployed or
Furloughed vs 28% in London

BRAND BEHAVIOURS
AGILITY IS KING
STIMULATION VS SENSITIVITY
A balance between messaging to stimulate
demand and celebrate return to normal behaviour
in advertising vs understanding the difference in
mindset and being sensitive and agile to that
difference.
REGIONAL VS NATIONAL
Ask what works from a national level vs what needs
to be regionally specific and agile to change.
OMNICHANNEL VS SINGLE CHANNEL
In regions that are all open for business an omni
channel approach will win out, vs in regions that are
closed where a digital route to market will be
imperative.
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Cases per 100k population
vary massively, from 0.7% in
Torbay vs 42.4% in Oldham

MEDIA BEHAVIOURS
FOCUS ON THE BRIGHT SPOTS
FIRM VS FLEX
A duality between media that is firm and can run no matter
what happens vs media that needs to be flexed and agile
and moved according to the changing situation on the
ground.
TOGETHER VS APART
Return of collective media moments, as cinema returns, with
1/5 of UK looking forward to this. Whilst at the same time in
impacted regions people will spend more time in home and
more time with solo media.
COLLABORATION VS GOING IT SOLO
Initially there will be a desire for new content and producers
and broadcasters will be looking for brand help to make it
and to make it quickly. 65% of people think brands should be
offering light relief in their content. People are also looking
for brands to give them entertaining content.
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5.9bn more minutes spent
on online entertainment

QUESTIONS TO ASK

1. How can we stimulate demand for our category and
signal reassurance if appropriate?
2. How can we create regional flexibility and agility in
our plans?
3. How can we make sure our message isn’t one size
fits all, and we understand the regional,
demographic and ethnic variance in how the UK
experiences regional Covid outbreaks
4. How can we create an omni channel presence, and
plan for the long term where digital commerce will
be key?
5. Is there an opportunity to partner up to help fill the
“new content void”?
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COVID IS BEATEN
BUT DEEP
RECESSION
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Covid death toll has fallen short of
estimates but we are mired in
recession. The virus has been
contained but it has come at the cost
of national prosperity. Strict social
distancing and lockdown measures
have kept it in check but the health
for wealth bargain is causing fractures
in society and politics. While this is
unlikely, if we see changes in the R
number it could happen.
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CONSUMER BEHAVIOURS
DEEPENING DIVIDES
COMPLIANCE VS REBELLION
A disparity in the age of those complying, with younger
people finding ways to reclaim their right to youth, and older
people constrained by fear.
HAVES VS HAVE NOTS
Gap gets wider between haves and have nots - those who
are still able to work continue to save money (average
household savings are £300), those who can’t are forced to
rely on savings and move onto state benefits.
DEMAND VS SUPPLY
Britons continue to holding off major purchases as economic
nervousness creates a void of demand at the top end of the
market. Meanwhile savvy shopping becomes the norm for
most households, with increases in discounter shopping as
driven by recession.
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62% of 18-24 year olds have
strictly followed the lockdown
restrictions vs 91% of 65+
Source: Opinium May 2020

BRAND BEHAVIOURS
THE 80% ECONOMY
INNOVATE VS CAPITULATE
Some brands will be able to innovate to deliver
close to previous levels with some brands in heavily
restrained sectors going out of business.
E-EVERYTHING VS LOCAL LOYALTY
e-commerce achieves further gains, and brands will
move to rely on e-comm to survive in many sectors.
People move away from global & national sources
to prop up their local delivery economy as the
physical high street remains closed.
SUPPORT VS SUCCESS
Brands have to move more definitively into purpose
to support Britain through the recession rather than
be seen as profiteering in a time of national
uncertainty.
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50,000 new eBay stores
have opened since Feb

MEDIA BEHAVIOURS
A VIRTUAL NIGHTMARE
SURVIVORS VS VICTIMS
TV market becomes defined by those brands unaffected
by lockdown. OOH shifts to hyperlocal only. Cinema
advertising capitulates as audiences are forced to stay
away for too long.
ESCAPE VS TUNE IN
Media continues to be used to both escape the situation
and get vital updates on changes in prospects. Digital,
radio and TV provide an essential source for both zoning
out and tuning in when news breaks.
IMMERSION VS DETOX
The prolonged misery delivers a predictable spike in media
consumption but also a counter-trend in digital detoxing
and wholesome in-home activities away from the screen.
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Streaming services add 4.6m
new subscribers during UK
lockdown

QUESTIONS TO ASK

1. What brand innovations would we need to maintain
or adopt in order to adjust to a prolonged
lockdown?
2. Ensure your value proposition is right for the haves
and the have nots to avoid discounters stealing
share
3. How could my brand be seen to help recovery
beyond it’s own success?
4. How might my brand adapt to long-term shifts in
media consumption?
5. What’s the best way to balance brand desirability
with lack of demand?
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SECOND
NATIONAL
WAVE
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The second wave will hit, as virus
hotspots occur when people return
to work and the economy
reopens. There is a general
perception that we are at war and
with no vaccine in sight, the virus is
winning. People start to bunker
down in an apocalyptic, "will this
ever end", mentality.
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CONSUMER BEHAVIOURS
PARADOXICAL BEHAVIOUR
OPTIMISM VS PESSIMISM
A disparity between those who bunker down with an almost
wartime-like mentality and those who are more optimistic that we
will deal with it, having already been through one wave.

ONLINE VS LOCAL
The dichotomy of our world's simultaneously getting smaller and
bigger. Our physical world will get smaller again and we will lean
into local and community, and at the same time our digital
horizons will widen as we turn to virtual communities, hang-outs
and events. We are now spending 4 hours and 2 mins online
every day, up 37 mins from Jan.

PANIC BUYING VS CONSTRAINED SPENDING
An initial flood of panic buying and stockpiling, followed by a
longer period where £57m of spend will again be suppressed as
our finances are curtailed, we hold back major purchases and cut
certain categories out of our spend repertoire again. 80% of
people have said they are deferring major purchases.
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42% of British businesses think
the worst is yet to come vs 58%
say they think things will be
back to normal by Xmas

BRAND BEHAVIOURS
CRITICAL CHOICES
SPEND VS SAVE
It will be a hard choice between spending through the crisis if
the demand is there and you are open, vs saving if the
demand is curtailed or your routes to market are closed.
LEAN IN VS SIT BACK
Do you lean in, contribute and be helpful, now that people
expect more from brands? 72% of people say brands have a
social responsibility to act during the crisis. Or do you keep
doing what you have always done, wary of sensitivities and
authentic brand roles in the crisis?
INNOVATION VS DETERMINATION
Brands will either innovate to help us through this and those
who innovate first and fast will make more impact. Or they
will stick to what they know and hold fast ‘til the end of the
crisis. 25% of people actually started buying a brand because
of their innovation over Covid.
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70% of people want to
continue to hear from
brands vs predicted -17% drop
in ad spend over 2020

MEDIA BEHAVIOURS
STAY HOME, SAVE LIVES
WINNERS VS LOSERS
In home consumption will spike anew, so TV, AV and digital
will return to elevated levels. As journeys shrink again OOH
will become more local. And cinemas will close their
doors again.
SOLO VS GROUP
In home sofa-solo consumption will rise as we want our
increasingly precious "me time", but we will also want
group connections via virtual events and connections.
OLD VS NEW
There will be no new content made as an “entertainment
gap” opens up, the demand will be there, but what will fill
it? We will see a return to the archives, with searches for
Classic Movies at a 5 year high, as well as a plethora of
new lo fi options becoming the norm.
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44% increase in viewing VOD
13% increase in TV viewing
50m extra Houseparty
downloads March-April

Source: Facebook, Google, Touchpoints, IPSOS

QUESTIONS TO ASK

1. How can we contribute to people’s lives in a real,
authentic and meaningful way?
2. How can we innovate to create new routes to
market if the traditional ones have been closed, and
new ways to experience the brand?
3. How can we do so in an agile way and not wait for it
to be perfect?
4. How can we take advantage of mass reach in home
media to deliver saliency?
5. How can we help fill the “entertainment gap”?
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Contributors and for more
information
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